
down to the common soldier stomped
for whoring
down to the thief
fled over the last wall
of law
safe in Tao.
Tao seeks the lowest place 
takes the drunkard 
asleep in golden 
vomit
the hermit w/ bean curd 
bowl, bad breath 
filthy straw coat
tubercular bawds 
w/ ruinous chest
hollow infant trunks 
their scabby vertebrae 
like husks of locusts:
all safe in Tao.

III. Passivity
(a)

On the river Han now 
northern branch 
ice-knotted stone 
silent
white monochrome.
The Han, Wang Wei's 
boats floating over mountains 
the whole Fang-chang chain 
painted with one swift stroke.
On the Han, effortless 
turning tons of flow 
longer than the Great Wall 
to impenetrable 
Tao.
Woodcutter tapping: 
shack, shack, shack 
thrashing powdery pine 
shack, shack, shack 
his breath a string of ghosts.
The iced wood breaks like an old man 
's laugh. Woodcutter snaps it 
into armslength staffs 
(pitch & blisters on his hands
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the only color on the landscape).
From ten thousand streams the river sips, 
waters of the people rushing w/out sound 
w/out motion
rocks worn down just the same.
The Han
named and unnameable 
still but flowing; 
carved frozen essence 
returns to Tao.

(b)
Light horse approach the Han
side-cantering
cavalry
come from the Western Wall.
They ride in bells
jangling, fox
and sable robes
stiff as the seething Han.
Hawks claw in the eye 
Woodcutter gathering fir, gathering 
he takes wood the river cut 
piling it up on the other 
bank.
"We have much jade and gold.
We have ivory and imperial 
jade," a recruiter yells 
across the Han.
His words blur on the wind.
The woodcutter 
continues 
stacking.
He has only
a straw coat and the wind 
chills all of him 
practising Tao.
"We have gold and ivory and milk jade, 
very hard. We seek men for battles 
in the West
carriers for our plunder &
a few courtesans." The woodcutter finishes stacking. 
"Where are your boats, bridges?
There is the ferry line."
Woodcutter takes his baskets 
of wood, hangs 1 on the back 
1 on the right 
arm 1 on the left
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puts them 
down again.
Takes up the ax 
twack, twang 
goes the ferry 
rope &
100 arrows
the wind (turns them back) 
laughing.

(c)

Painter Hsu Wei 
painter Tung Ch'i-ch'ing 
if they had painted Han 
how differently:
Tung moved by Ch'en (Zen) 
choosing an autumn calm 
few men in huts of ideo 
grams
(Ch'an peers over language 
last step before wen-jen)
Hsu w/ shock
of Hsieh Ho
's bone method
instant rocks
the Han hammering
(at one end) straw things
(the other) colorless
space unpainted
Han no men on the landscape.
Ch'en: no return 
once the word’s 
spoken
Tung w/ a thousand servants 
dragon robes 
riding Tejaprahba 
(subduer of five planets).

W/ Tao man's 
peripheral
Hsu: murderer, thief
painting his name 
among the straw things.
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